Sinai Children’s Hospital
1500 South Fairfield Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
773.542.2000

Direction
Inside Mount Sinai Hospital

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #18, #94, #157
California and Ogden CTA
Train: Pink Line California Stop

Sinai Community Institute
2653 West Ogden Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
773.257.6508

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #18, #94, #157
California and Ogden CTA
Train: Pink Line California Stop

Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital
1401 South California Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
773.522.2010

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #94 California & 14th Street CTA Train: Pink Line California Stop

Holy Cross Hospital
2701 West 68th Street
60629 Chicago, IL
United States
773.884.9000

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #94 71st Street

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #73 Armitage & Albany CTA Train: Blue Line California - O’Hare

SMG Antillas
3109 West Armitage Avenue
60647 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 384-4933

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #73 Armitage & Albany CTA Train: Blue Line California - O’Hare

SMG Archer
4900 S. Archer
60632 Chicago, IL
United States
773-521-8383

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #62 Kinzie/State

SMG Ashland
6224 South Ashland Avenue
60636 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 778-8600

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #9, #44, #48, #63
Ashland & 63rd Street CTA
Train: Red Line
Ashland/63rd

SMG Cicero
1611 South Cicero Avenue
60604 Cicero, IL
United States
(708) 477-4840

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #54 Cicero & 16th Street CTA Train: Pink Line Cicero-Cermak

SMG at Holy Cross Hospital
2701 West 68th Street
60629 Chicago, IL
United States
773.884.9720

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #94 71st Street

SMG at Holy Cross Hospital
2701 West 68th Street
60629 Chicago, IL
United States
773.884.9720

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #94 71st Street

SMG Lawndale Plaza
1108 South Kedzie Avenue
60612 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 722-2712

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #12, #52
Roosevelt & Kedzie CTA
Train: Blue Line Kedzie Homan

SMG at the Seigle Outpatient Center
2653 West Ogden Avenue 3rd Floor
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 522-6100

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #18, #94, #157
California and Ogden CTA
Train: Pink Line California Stop

SMG at Schwab
1414 South Fairfield Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 522-2010

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #94 California & 14th Street CTA Train: Pink Line California Stop

SMG South State
5050 South State Street
60609 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 924-5895

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #12, #29 State & 51st CTA Train: Pink Line California Stop

SMG Pilsen
1859 South Blue Island Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 521-8330

Public Transit
CTA Bus #60 18th Street & Loomis, #18 18th Street & Blue Island

SMG South State
5050 South State Street
60609 Chicago, IL
United States
(773) 924-5895

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #12, #29 State & 51st CTA Train: Pink Line California Stop

Mount Sinai Hospital
1500 South Fairfield Avenue
60608 Chicago, IL
United States
773.542.2000

Public Transit
CTA Bus: #18, #94, #157
California and Ogden CTA
Train: Pink Line California Stop